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FROM THE CONVENOR
Hello hello!
In May 2021, UN Youth Australia is offering a fantastic experience for 25 young Australians - a threeweekend, online, diplomatic tour where you’ll have the opportunity to collaborate with like-minded
individuals, engage with professionals from a vast range of fields and complete a series of interactive
activities related to the key themes of this tour.
My name is Olivia (She/Her), and I’ll be your Convenor for the online tour! I’m joined by three,
wonderful Deputy Convenors; Gideon (He/They), Marina (She/Her) and Simran (She/Her). Over the
three weeks of the tour we all look forward to working with you!
Throughout the Young Diplomats Tour we will be primarily exploring two, key themes - Diplomacy
and Democracy (and where they overlap). We will additionally be partially covering communism,
colonialism and international organisations. By having the opportunity to meet professionals from
influential organisations and professional academic backgrounds, we hope that you will be inspired
by them, and seek to pursue change in your own way.
This information pack will provide you with all the relevant information associated with the tour, and
will be especially useful for helping you apply for the tour. You’ll find over the next eight pages,
information including themes of the tour, how to apply, and UN Youth Australia’s welfare policies for
this event.
If you have any questions, queries or concerns, please don’t hesitate to send me an email at
olivia.santospirito@unyouth.org.au.
With thanks,
Olivia Santospirito
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ABOUT US
About UN Youth Australia
UN Youth Australia is a national youth-led organisation that aims to educate and empower young
Australians on global issues. All of the work that we do is rooted in the belief that young people can
and do make a difference in their communities. We foster ideas and innovation, and we give young
people the inspiration and support they need to create change.

Through its eight divisions in each state and territory, UN Youth Australia provides an impressive
array of events each year for secondary and tertiary students centred around global affairs. We equip
students with the skills and the confidence needed to voice their opinions, and to make positive
changes on local, national and global levels.
For more information on UN Youth, please visit our website at unyouth.org.au.

About the Tour
In 2021, 25 high-school students from around Australia will be selected to participate in an online tour
running over three weekends in May. Each day will present new activities directly related to
diplomacy, democracy, colonial impacts, communism and international organisations. Additionally,
each weekend there will be speakers with a variety of experiences and backgrounds in these fields.

The weekends in May are as follows:
Weekend 1: 15th and 16th of May
Weekend 2: 22nd and 23rd of May
Weekend 3: 29th and 30th of May
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YDT's ONLINE FORMAT
In previous years, UN Youth has been able to provide young people with the opportunity to travel
overseas to a variety of places in Europe for the Young Diplomats Tour. Unfortunately due to the
novel coronavirus, international travel is not possible at this present time.
Nevertheless, UN Youth Australia is adapting to the rapid changes taking place and this year’s
Young Diplomats Tour has been revamped to an online format in light of the travel restrictions.
We are committed to delivering a fun, engaging and interactive online experience for this year’s
Young Diplomats Tour! All of the sessions will take place over Zoom - this includes activities,
discussions, speaker panels and social events. We also plan to use other engaging, online
resources to make this tour as captivating as possible.
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YDT 2021: Educational Themes
The 2021 Young Diplomats Tour will deconstruct five key themes in international relations:
1. Diplomacy
2. Democracy
3. International Organisations
4. Communism
5. Colonialism and its Impacts

Diplomacy
What is diplomacy? How has it evolved into the contemporary version we know today? Throughout
the Young Diplomats Tour, we will explore these two key questions and more, as well as meet with
professionals from the diplomacy field. You’ll be given the opportunity to put yourself in the shoes of
a diplomat - and work collaboratively with other delegates to achieve collective outcomes, just as a
diplomat would do.

Democracy
The core philosophy underpinning contemporary European politics, an understanding of democracy
is fundamental to gaining a thorough insight into the ins-and-outs of the European political psyche.
We will explore the key principles that shape European liberal democracies and how these ideals
inform core aspects of European values as well as domestic and foreign policies. The tour will also
deconstruct the intersection between diplomacy and democracy.

International organisations
The liberal international world order would not be where it is today without the work of International
Organisations - United Nations, the World Trade Organisation and the International Criminal Court,
just to name a few. Through the engaging content coming your way on the Young Diplomats Tour,
you’ll develop a greater understanding of the role of International Organisations and how they
underpin diplomacy and democracy - particularly in Europe.
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Communism
A controversial buzzword in contemporary international affairs, communism is a term that is often
thrown around disparagingly. But what principles does this ideology actually entail and are they
compatible with democracy? Our tour will dissect the contentious ‘C’ word as per its relation to
Europe from both historical and contemporary perspectives and will examine its implications for
21st century international relations. We will also explore key questions, such as the compatibility
of communism with fundamental principles of a liberal democracy as well as the role communist
ideologies will play in the global political arena.

Colonialism and its impacts
One of the darker aspects of Europe’s historical legacy whose impacts continue to haunt present
day global affairs is colonialism. The negative impacts of European colonialism continue to shape
fundamental aspects of our lives today, be it insidious mechanisms of institutionalised racism or
the economic disparities between the Global North and the Global South. You will have the
opportunity to learn more about these issues, and critically analyse the impacts of colonialism on
Europe.
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YOUR CONVENOR
Olivia
Olivia attended her first UN Youth event in 2017. Enjoying this event so much, she knew she
wanted to be involved as a facilitator after graduating high school.
Aside from being the Convenor for the Young Diplomats Tour, she is also a member of this year’s
National Education Committee. Additionally, last year she had the opportunity to act as the Deputy
Convener of the inaugural ‘Wellbeings’ program for UN Youth Victoria, and helps out a lot as a
general facilitator.
Outside of UN Youth, Olivia is in her third year of a Double Degree of Business and Arts. She also
works as a Learn-to-swim teacher. In her spare time, Olivia enjoys playing water polo, cooking
delicious dishes and jamming out to Lo-Fi beats.
If you have any questions at all, please don’t hesitate to contact Olivia at
olivia.santospirito@unyouth.org.au

YOUR DEPUTY CONVENORS
Gideon
Gideon has been involved with UN Youth since 2015, when he went to his first round of Voice, not
really understanding the concept of question time. Throughout his time he has helped organise and
convened a number of events, including Voice 2018 and 2020, State Conference 2019, 2020, and
2021, Young Leaders Summits in 2019 and the inaugural Tasmanian Junior Leadership Weekend
in 2019! In addition to all of this, he has served on the Tasmanian Executive for 3 years, as the
Director of Communications in 2019 and the Divisional President in 2020 and 2021, as well as
taking on a number of national roles, as the Chair of the National Communications Committee in
2020, Deputy Convenor for the Aotearoa Leadership Tour 2020 and now the Deputy Convenor for
the Young Diplomats Tour 2021!
When he isn’t geeking out about governance documents and running events, Gideon is completing
a double degree at Monash in law and global studies, or bullet journaling, watching youtube, and
staking out cool ideas for more tattoos!
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YOUR DEPUTY CONVENORS
Marina
Although Marina has only been involved in UN Youth since June 2020, she is extremely excited to
be involved in the Young Diplomats Tour as an deputy convenor. Usually she is responsible for
managing the national recruitment of UN Youth - i.e. trying to get new volunteers to be part of the
organisation! She’s currently studying a Master of International Relations at the University of
Melbourne, having previously studied a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in Politics and Economics!
Outside of university, she is passionate about learning languages and is currently studying
Japanese and Spanish (feel free to practice either with her if you’re up for it!). She loves hiking in
exotic locations, having summited to the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania earlier last year as well
as completing the O-Trek in Argentina and climbing mountains in Colombia, Peru, Bolivia. She also
is a huge travel enthusiast and has spent a lot of time exploring Europe!

Sim
Hey everyone! My name is Sim and I'm stoked to be one of your Deputy Convenors for this trip. I
graduated from University in 2020 and excited to apply what I’ve learnt in this tour. I am fascinated
by the rich culture and history of Europe and can't wait to embark on this educational journey with
you all.
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WELFARE POLICIES
At UN Youth, we are committed to ensuring that all participants at our events are safe and supported.
We have a comprehensive welfare policy that applies to all our events; it can be found at
unyouth.org.au/legal.
In our convening team, three members have First Aid Training, and two members have been Mental
Health First Aid Trained (Community). We are also preparing a risk management plan for this event.
It is important that all welfare information is disclosed to us so we can arrange necessary precautions
and ensure that the facilitation team is able to assist everyone in having a positive experience.
In addition to the convening team, there will be a Welfare Officer readily available should you have
any welfare concerns throughout the event. The Welfare Officers contact details will be provided to
every delegate on the first day of the online tour. Additionally, there will be an external member to the
tour who will be our Welfare Arbitrator. Should there be a serious incident throughout the program,
the Welfare Arbitrator will step-in to assist.
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COST AND PAYMENT
The total cost of this program is $75 AUD. This cost will be paid in one instalment and will be due by
the 9th of May.
We strive to keep costs low and want to help make our programs as accessible as possible for
students. If the cost of this program presents as a barrier to you attending the Young Diplomats Tour,
please don’t hesitate to contact me at olivia.santospirito@unyouth.org.au and we can discuss
potential payment plan options.

HOW TO APPLY
If you’re as excited as we are for the tour, you can find the application form here to apply!
Delegates will fill out this shorter application form, and if selected, will progress through to a longer
written application round. The final stage of selection to be a delegate in this year’s Young Diplomats
Tour will be an interview. Successful applicants will be contacted in April.
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